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To many people, crypto currency might seem like something that
emerged out of nowhere to become a huge force in both the
technological world and the realm of personal finance. The digital
coins have the potential to replace the current method by which
we both pay for products or services and receive payment for
those things. They also might someday be the impetus for
individuals taking control over aspects of their lives that were
once governed by middlemen and third parties.

People may not realize that crypto
currency has some history behind it. Not a very long history, but it
definitely had some major signposts and events that it had to
experience before it could reach where it is today. At different
points in its existence, crypto currency has seemed like both a
sure thing that would be indispensable in the future and a
scourge of society that only held value for those who were up to
no good.

It is important to examine the history of
anything that has the potential to shake up the world. Crypto
currency certainly has that ability, which is really quite impressive
for an innovation that is barely ten years old.

History Of Crypto Currency
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One of the things holding crypto currency back from rising to
previous levels is the fact that not enough of the coins have
actually been used in the situations for which they were
intended. That means that Bitcoin isn’t accepted by many places
as payment, even though it gains more traction every day. And it
also means that many of the second-generation coins have not
yet delivered on the kind of game-changing innovations that they
promised.

Many of the detractors of crypto currency point to this lack of
usage as a sign of its weakness as an investment vehicle. Its
proponents think otherwise, pointing to the steady progress the
coins are making towards saturation on a widespread level

Crypto Currency Adoption
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We also provide swapping functionality where you can easily 
swap your EUT coin to ETH, BNB, SOL, TRX, LTC, USDT and BTT. 
After swapping amount will be instantly credited to your 
account 

Top Crypto Currencies
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• Eurot is an open source decentralized finance platform for 

stable coin, staking, yield farming, and De-Fi protocol. It is an 
algorithmic, autonomous interest rate protocol built for 
investors ,to unlock a universe of open future of financial 
earnings.

• Eurot coin is a new Crypto currency to change the financial 
world for general usage in the future. The Eurot coin system is 
the” peer to peer “network. Their network does not require 
any server and does not stratify the priority of connected 
computers. Every computer is equal rights to work on the 
network which is called “peer “. Each computer will operate as 
clients & servers that depend on the usage of users.

• The transaction system of Eurot is convenient and easy. The 
money transfer can be occurred everywhere in the world 
within second. Moreover, Eurot coin’s transfer fee is less than 
other banks. The transaction of Eurot is safe and anonymous. 
Each person is able to set a name or can be anonymous 
however the transaction can be checked by blockchain.

What is Eurot?
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• Eurot is the first Euro-based Stable Coin project to work in the 
Platforms of TRX, BNB, and own Developed Platform, at a 
Time.

• We are the first safest and most transparent Crypto investment 
Platform to introduce High Yield Long-Term Staking and 
Stunning Cloud -Mining programs, featured by over 700 
international Media Houses. 

• Our Cloud-Mining program will be officially launched in the 
month of May 2022 as we are celebrating the Joy of our first 
Anniversary creating hundreds of thousands of Smiles per mile 
we travel, from day one of our Kick-Start in 2021.

Why We Stand Unique?
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The Investment Opportunity
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Cloud-Mining

A stunning platform to partner with us for a long-

term residual income stream through cloud mining.

1 5

2 4
3

Affiliate

Earn bonus from invitations: 

your referrals can bring you 

great rewards and benefits.

Level Earning

You have an opportunity to 

earn level commissions from a 

total of 10 levels for both stake 

and Investment programs

Stake

Stake your EUT, ETH, TRX, 

LTC, ETC, BNB, USDT, SOL, 

RVN, or DOGE coin and get a 

high rate of Annual percentage 

yield (APY) per month for your 

stake amount, up to 10 years.

Invest 

Earn a daily ROI on Investment, up 

to 1.5% from an Auto-Pool run by 

the best Trade philosophy and 

Platform in the world. We have 10 

different packages you can choose 

from and start earnings

https://eurot.me/
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Binance Coin is the crypto currency issued by Binance exchange
and trades with the BNB symbol. As of June 2021, Binance
Exchange is the largest crypto currency exchange in the world,
supporting more than 1.4 million transactions per second.

Binance coin initially ran on the Ethereum blockchain with ERC
20 standard but has since become the native coin of the Binance
chain. It was launched during an initial coin offering (ICO) in July
2017 and has a strict maximum of 200 million BNB tokens. It
offered 10%, or 20 million, BNB tokens to angel investors, 40%, or
80 million, tokens to the founding team, and the remaining 50%,
or 100 million, to the various participants through the ICO
process.

Almost half the funds raised during the ICO process were
intended to be used for Binance branding and marketing, while
around one-third were used to build the Binance platform and
perform necessary upgrades to the Binance ecosystem.BNB was
initially based on the Ethereum network but is now the native
currency of Binance's own blockchain, the Binance chain.

What is Binance Coin (BNB) ?
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Ethereum is a platform powered by blockchain technology that is
best known for its native crypto currency, called ether, or ETH, or
simply Ethereum. The distributed nature of blockchain technology
is what makes the Ethereum platform secure, and that security
enables ETH to accrue value.

The Ethereum platform supports ether in addition to a
network of decentralized apps, otherwise known as dApps. Smart
contracts, which originated on the Ethereum platform, are a
central component of how the platform operates. Much
decentralized finance (DeFi) and other applications use smart
contracts in conjunction with blockchain technology.

As a crypto currency, Ethereum is second in market value only
to Bitcoin as of January 2022.

The Ethereum platform was founded with broad ambitions to
leverage blockchain technology for many diverse applications.
Bitcoin was designed strictly as a crypto currency.

What is Ethereum Coin (ETH) ?
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TRON is a decentralized virtual machine that was built to help
usher in the decentralized internet. Similarly to Ethereum, TRON
enables Dapp developers to create and utilize complex protocols
via smart contracts that live on its native blockchain Today the
platform is best known for its transaction speeds and its lively
CEO.

Specifically, the platform is capable of 2000 transactions per
second. This performance puts TRX on par with major payment
processors such as PayPal. Best of all, TRON has zero transaction
fees. You can send a million dollars in TRX to anywhere in the
world in seconds and never have to pay a fee.

To grasp the monumental task TRON’s developers seek to take
on, it’s crucial to understand a little about the decentralized
internet. The decentralized internet differs from the internet you
are used to in some key ways. Primarily, there are no hosting
companies. Instead, the entire internet is run by personal users.

Until recently, the concept of a decentralized web seemed
impossible. The computing power of the world was not up to par
yet. However, the transparent nature of blockchain networks
makes them ideal for just such a task. This is exactly the role
TRON seeks to obtain.

What is Tron Coin (TRX) ?
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Roadmap
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ESTABLISH THE PROJECT TEAM 

Build a team of 10 talented persons, and 

great advisors

1

WEBSITE AND PANEL

Work on Eurot coin website and a 
Decentralized Control Panel for trade and 
functionality

2

WEBSITE LAUNCH

After the long work we publish Eurot coin 

website in public with all legal information

3

LEGAL DOCUMENTATION

To establish our HQ in England with an 

Administrative office in the USA, and prepare 

all legal documents.

4
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DEVELOP TRON SMART CONTRACT 

Developed innovative TRON smart contract to best 

practice specifications; developed back-end for 

multi-exchange trading

5

FINALIZE SMART CONTRACT 

Developed innovative smart contract to best

practice specifications; developed back-end for

multi-exchange trading

6

MOBILE APP 

Now is the time for mobile application to make 
the

usage and voting even easier

7

8
OWN PLATFORM

Develop an own platform for Smooth P2P

operations with matchless transaction

speed and security.

https://eurot.me/
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LONG TERM STAKING

Partnering to present long term stake programs 
with  EUT, ETH, TRX, LTC, ETC, BNB, USDT, SOL, RVN, 

or DOGE coins

9

P2P TRANSFER SYSTEM

Transfer EUT Coin to other EUT address With 
very low transaction fee10

INTEGRATION of ETH & BNB

To make Eurot  the first Euro-based Stable Coin 
project to work in the Platforms of TRX, BNB, and 

own Developed Platform, at a Time.

1

1

12
LOTTO GAME

Launch Lottery game where user can win 
eut coins
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CLOUD MINING

A stunning platform to partner with us for a long-

term residual income stream through cloud mining

13

EXCHANGE COINSFLY

We will develop own exchange platform to exchange 

Eurot and other crypto currencies, the world’s First 

EuroT based Crypto Exchange

14

CRYPTO CURRENCY EUROT LISTING

We will list Eurot on in World’s leading Centralized 

Crypto Exchange Platforms.

15
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Uses Of Eurot
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STAKING

EXCHANGE

TRADING

DAILY

USAGE

CLOUD

MINING
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Our Team
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Jonathan Smith
CEO

Our CEO is a seasoned CEO and a serial entrepreneur 
with broad leadership expertise across technology,
software, listings, and M&A. With over 10 years of 
executive experience, he has proven success in
building and managing large opportunities through 
project design, implementation, and completion.

Rose Tellor
Chief Financial Officer (CFO)

Rose Tellor is a brilliant young mind with experience 
and achievements well beyond her age in finance
and securities, as well as business development. She is 
Holding an MBA and PhD with a handful of
experiences including as an investment consultant for 
Trinity Securities Limited Inc in which she held
licenses for capital assets and derivatives before she 
moved to Apple Securities Limited.

Josseph Butlar
Head of Marketing

He is the head of Marketing with an MBA and PGDBM 
from the University of Jerusalem. A great  Entrepreneur 
specialized in creating corporate networks, owner of 
companies in various sectors,  including projects in the 
Block-chain field, DEFI &amp; ICO, Crypto mining, Solar 
Mining Operations,  Marketing, and Management 
Consulting. And currently, he is working as a full-time 
official in Eurotron (EuroT) Project as Head of 
Marketing.
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Blockchain Developers
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Kelly Vin Lam Richard Chloe Grande

Dao Pham Amy Renee Gulledge Mary Montes

Victor Lara Eugene Pokluda Salvia Kazmir

Mark Johnson Anthonio MarkWakins Miller

Franklin George Lord Frank
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We believe in the blockchain technology and support the idea of
crypto currency as mode of borderless payment medium. Eurot
Coin is ready with various facilities to serve its community
members as a functional coin for utilities payments. We welcome
everyone who values the same to join us, we shall seed and
nurture Eurot Coins together and enjoy the fruitful return in
future.

We completely re-engineered our blockchain and based it on
TRX —one of the most vibrant and rapidly evolving developer’s
communities in the blockcha In world. We revamped our business
model, shifting it from placement fee to per- transaction fee,
requiring participating merchants to pay commission only for the
successful transactions which deliver revenue.

Conclusion
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